Operable Solutions - Flex Cable

The View Flex Cable provides power and control to an operable window unit containing View Dynamic Glass. Typical operable windows are casement, awning, hopper and tilt & turn. The Flex Cable installs in the upper corner of the hinged side of the window (fig. 1).

Features

• Simply and economically provides power and control to the IGU on operable windows.
• Cycle tested to 10,000 operations—10 years of typical window operation.
• Kit comes complete with IGU cable/connector, strain reliefs, and grommets (fig. 2).
• Maintains View standard BoS warranty when used in the Dynamic Glass system, when installed according to View Installation Specifications.

Warranty

All cables and components carry a warranty for a period of 5 years from date of delivery by View. Refer to standard warranty terms and conditions for more details.

Models Available

VP-FC-000
Flex Cable

Data subject to change. See View Flex Cable Installation Guide for further details on dimensions and installation.